A spanning tree T of a graph G is called a tree t-spanner, if the distance between any two vertices in T is at most t-times their distance in G. A graph that has a tree t-spanner is called a tree t-spanner admissible graph. The problem of deciding whether a graph is tree t-spanner admissible is NP-complete for any fixed t ≥ 4, and is linearly solvable for t = 1 and t = 2. . In fact, this paper observes that even the class of 2-sep directed path graphs, which is a proper subclass of directed path graphs, need not admit tree 3-spanners in general. It, then, presents a structural characterization of tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs. Based on this characterization, a linear time recognition algorithm for tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs is presented. Finally, a linear time algorithm to construct a tree 3-spanner of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph is proposed.
Introduction
A spanning tree T of a connected graph G is called a tree t-spanner if the distance between any two vertices in T is at most t-times their distance in G. A graph that has a tree t-spanner is called a tree t-spanner admissible graph. Tree spanners are used as models for broadcast operations [7] . Tree spanners are also used in approximating bandwidth of graphs [17] and in biology [1] .
The problem of determining whether an arbitrary graph is tree t-spanner admissible has been studied in detail, as summarized below.
Cai and Corneil [5] have shown that the problem of deciding whether a graph G is tree t-spanner admissible is NPComplete for any fixed t ≥ 4 and is linearly solvable for t = 1 and 2. Brandstädt et al. [3] strengthened the result of Cai and Corneil by showing that the problem of deciding whether a graph is tree t-spanner admissible remains NP-Complete, even for chordal graphs for any fixed t ≥ 4. The status of the case t = 3 is still open for arbitrary graphs, and was conjectured by Cai and Corneil [5] to be NP-complete. However, many special classes of graphs are tree 3-spanner admissible. Cai and Corneil [4] showed that split graphs, co-graphs, and complement of bipartite graphs are tree 3-spanner admissible. Madanlal et al. [12] have shown that interval graphs and permutation graphs are tree 3-spanner admissible and a tree 3-spanner of are unattached, denoted C 1 |C 2 , if C 1 ∩ C 2 ∩ C = ∅; otherwise, they are attached, (2) C 1 dominates C 2 , denoted C 1 ≥ C 2 , if C 1 ∩ C ⊇ C 2 ∩ C , (3) C 1 properly dominates C 2 , denoted C 1 > C 2 , if C 1 ∩ C ⊃ C 2 ∩ C and (4) C 1 and C 2 are antipodal, denoted C 1 ↔ C 2 , if they are attached and neither dominates the other. Let G 1 and G 2 be two separated graphs of G with respect to C . We say (1) G 1 and G 2 are unattached, denoted G 1 |G 2 , if C 1 |C 2 for every clique C 1 in G 1 and for every clique C 2 in G 2 ; otherwise they are attached, (2) G 1 dominates G 2 , denoted G 1 ≥ G 2 , if they are attached and for every clique C 1 in G 1 , C 1 ≥ C 2 for every clique C 2 in G 2 or C 1 |C 2 for all cliques C 2 of G 2 , (3) G 1 properly dominates G 2 , denoted G 1 > G 2 , if G 1 ≥ G 2 but not G 2 ≥ G 1 , and (4) G 1 and G 2 are antipodal, denoted G 1 ↔ G 2 , if they are attached and neither dominates the other.
The above concepts were introduced by Monma and Wei [13] .
A graph G = (V , E) is said to be a directed path graph if there exists a rooted directed tree B and a family of directed paths (v) v∈V in B such that, for all vertices u, v, uv ∈ E if and only if (ū) ∩ (v) = ∅. Directed path graphs were introduced by Gavril [9] and are characterized as follows:
Theorem 2.2 ([9]). A graph G = (V , E) is a directed path graph if and only if there exists a (rooted) directed tree B, whose node set is the set of all cliques of G such that, for each vertex v of G, the cliques containing v form a directed pathv in B. If such a tree B exists, the family (v) v∈V is a representing family of directed paths on B for G.
The tree B is called the characteristic tree of G. Directed path graphs are also known as rooted directed vertex (RDV) graphs and the characteristic tree of G is also known as RDV clique tree of G(see [13, 14] ).
Let G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, r ≥ 2, be the separated graphs of G with respect to the separating clique C .
The RDV graphs, which are same as directed path graphs, are characterized by Panda [14] .
Theorem 2.3 ([14]). G is an RDV graph if and only if each G i is RDV, and the G i s can be two-colored such that no antipodal pairs have the same color, and that in one color every subgraph has an RDV clique tree rooted at C , and that in other color no two relevant cliques are unattached, and every subgraph (with one possible exception) has an RDV clique tree rooted at a relevant clique. The exceptional subgraph, should it exist, is dominated by every other subgraph of the same color, and it has an RDV clique tree in which the vertex C has out degree zero.
A 2-sep chordal graph which is also a directed path graph is called a 2-sep directed path graph. The proof of the following lemma follows directly from Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let G C = (C, E ), where C is any clique of a 2-sep directed path graph G and E = {xy|x, y ∈ C and {x, y} is a 2-sep of G}. Then, at most one connected component of G C can have more than two vertices. Furthermore, if G C has a component having more than two vertices, then it must be a path of length two or it must be a path of length three.
The following important result is due to Brandstädt et al. [3] .
Lemma 2.5 ([3]). Let T be a tree 3-spanner of a chordal graph G. For any clique C of G, one of the following conditions holds. (i) C induces a star in T .
(
ii) Either C induces a bi-star in T or there is a vertex v ∈ C such that C ∪ {v} induces a bi-star in T .
The following lemma is useful in checking whether a given spanning tree T of a graph G is a tree t-spanner of G.
Lemma 2.6 ([12]). A spanning tree T of G is a tree t-spanner if and only if d T (x, y) ≤ t for every edge xy ∈ E(G).
In view of the above Lemma, in the rest of the paper we assume that a spanning tree T of G is a tree t-spanner if d T (x, y) ≤ t for every edge xy ∈ E(G).
It has been shown by Panda and Das [15] that the directed path graph G of Fig. 1 does not admit tree 3-spanner. The graph G of Fig. 1 is a 2-sep directed path graph. So, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.7. Not all 2-sep directed path graphs admit tree 3-spanners.
The following two lemmas state some important properties of tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep chordal graphs.
Lemma 2.8. If T is a tree 3-spanner of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep chordal graph G and xy is an arbitrary 2-sep of G, then, d T (x, y) ≤ 2.
Proof. If possible, suppose d T (x, y) > 2. So, d T (x, y) = 3 as d T (x, y) ≤ 3. Let P T (x, y) = x, u, v, y. Since uv ∈ E(G), there is a clique in G containing uv. Let u, v ∈ C . Let C = C be a clique containing x and y. Since xy is a 2-sep and x, y ∈ C , there exists a vertex z in C (z = x) such that either xz or yz, say yz, is an edge in T . Now, d T (z, x) = 4. This is a contradiction to the fact that T is a tree 3-spanner of G. So,
Lemma 2.9. Let T be a tree 3-spanner of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep chordal graph G, and xy be a 2-sep of G. Let C 1 and C 2 be two cliques of G containing xy. If d T (x, y) = 2 and P T (x, y) = x, z, y such that z ∈ C 1 , then C 2 ∪ {z} induces a bi-star in T having bi-star centers z and one of x and y.
Proof. Let G be a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep chordal graph, and let T be a tree 3-spanner of G satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. Since, xy ∈ T , C 2 cannot induce a star in T . Again, C 2 cannot induce a bi-star in T ; otherwise, the union of the unique path from x to y in the bi-star induced by C 2 and the path x, z, y, z ∈ C 1 is a cycle in T . So, by Lemma 2.5, C 2 ∪ {z}, z ∈ C 1 induces a bi-star in T . Since, z is one bi-star center, one of x and y will be the other bi-star center.
For any integer k ≥ 3, a k-sun consists of a k-clique {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k } and a k-vertex independent set {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k }, and edges [3] if it does not contain any induced subgraph isomorphic to a k-planet. It has been shown in [3] that very strongly chordal graphs admit tree 3-spanner.
A path a, b, c, d is called a 2-sep P 3 if ab, bc and cd are 2-separators of a 2-sep directed path graph and a, b, c, and d are all contained in a single clique. A minimal induced 2-sep directed path graph containing a 2-sep P 3 is basically a 4-planet.
Since, k-planets are not 2-sep directed path graphs for k = 3 and for any k > 4, a 2-sep directed path graph can contain a 4-planet. So, if a 2-sep directed path graph is free from 2-sep P 3 , then it is a very strongly chordal graph and hence admits a tree 3-spanner. So, we have the following result. Lemma 2.10. Let G be a 2-sep directed path graph which is free from 2-sep P 3 . Then, G admits a tree 3-spanner.
Clique separator tree
In this section, we introduce the concept of clique separator graph of a 2-sep chordal graph. We show that it is, in fact, a unique tree. We show that the clique separator tree of a 2-sep chordal graph can be constructed in linear time. The clique separator tree will be used as a tool in recognizing tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs and constructing a tree 3-spanner of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph.
The clique-separator graph, G, of a 2-sep chordal graph G is defined as G = (V , E ), where V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , and V 1 is the set of all cliques of G, V 2 is the set of all 2-separators of G, and E = {(S, K )|S ∈ V 2 and K ∈ V 1 such that S ⊂ K }.
The following lemma, which can be proved using mathematical induction on the number of cliques of G and is omitted, shows that clique-separator graph of a 2-sep chordal graph is in fact a unique tree.
Lemma 3.1. The clique separator graph of a 2-sep chordal graph G is a unique tree.
We denote the clique separator tree of G by CST (G). A path from a node X to a node Y in the clique separator tree is an alternating sequence of clique node and 2-sep node. Such a path is called a clique-sep path. The nodes X and Y may be clique nodes or 2-sep nodes. Since T is the unique clique separator tree of G, between any two 2-seps or between any two cliques, there exists a unique clique-sep path in G.
Next, we describe a procedure to construct the rooted clique separator tree of a 2-sep directed path graph given any node as root. Let e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m be the edges of G. Find all the cliques of G. This takes O(m + n) time [10] . Scan each clique and for each edge e i in clique C j add C j in L(e i ), the linked list associated with each edge e i of G. If L(e) contains two or more cliques, then e is a 2-sep. Let f 1 , f 2 . . . f t be an ordering of the 2-seps. Construct an array F such that F (i) contains the cliques containing the edge f i . For each 2-sep f i , add the edge f i in the list of the clique C i if the list of f i contains the clique C i . As the number of cliques in G is O(n) [10] , these steps take O(m + n) time. So, we can find for all 2-seps, the set of cliques containing a 2-sep and also all the 2-seps contained in a given clique in O(n + m) time. Let A be an array of linked lists such that A[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ r, contains 2-seps which are contained in the clique C i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and A[j], r + 1 ≤ j ≤ r + t, contains the set of cliques which contains the 2-sep f j , r ≤ j ≤ r + t. Now, A is the adjacency list of the clique separator tree of G. Given any clique C or a 2-sep S, CST (G) can be made a rooted tree rooted at C or S by calling BFS starting from C or S respectively. Hence, the rooted clique separator tree of a 2-sep directed path graph can be constructed in O(n + m) time. So, we have the following theorem. 
Strong edges
An edge of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph G is called a forced edge if it appears in every tree 3-spanner of G. In this section, we introduce the notion of strong edge and show that strong edges in a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph are forced edges.
Let x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k be the 2-seps in the clique-sep path from x 1 y 1 to x k y k . The clique-sep path P is called a disjoint cliquesep path if no two different 2-seps in P are adjacent, i.e., {x i ,
The clique-sep path P is said to intersect exactly once if there exist i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that the clique-sep subpaths of P from x 1 y 1 to x i y i and from x i+1 y i+1 to x k y k are disjoint and {x i , y i } ∩ {x i+1 , y i+1 } = ∅. The clique-sep path P is said to intersect exactly twice if there exist i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k such that the three clique-sep subpaths of P from x 1 y 1 to x i y i , from x i+1 y i+1 to x j y j , and from x j+1 y j+1 to x k y k are all disjoint and {x i , y i } ∩ {x i+1 , y i+1 } = ∅ and {x j , y j } ∩ {x j+1 , y j+1 } = ∅.
A 2-sep P 3 having 2-seps ab, bc, cd is called a compatible 2-sep P 3 with respect to a 2-sep xy if the unique clique-sep path from xy to ab in the clique separator tree T , contains bc but does not contain cd and the unique path from xy to cd in the clique separator tree T contains bc but does not contain ab. Further the 2-sep bc of the compatible 2-sep P 3 with respect to xy is called the middle edge of a compatible 2-sep P 3 with respect to xy. Definition 4.1. Strong edge in a 2-sep directed path graph is defined recursively as follows: 4 and Q = y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 be two disjoint 2-sep P 3 . If Q is compatible w.r.t. x 2 x 3 and P is compatible w.r.t. y 2 y 3 and the clique-sep path from x 2 x 3 to y 2 y 3 is disjoint, then each of the 2-seps in the clique-sep path including x 2 x 3 and y 2 y 3 is called a strong edge of type I. Such a path from x 2 x 3 to y 2 y 3 is called a clique-sep path of type 0. Fig. 2 illustrates strong edges of type I.
A strong edge of type I is a strong edge. Fig. 4 illustrates such edges. Note that in rules R 0 and R 1 , if we take a clique-sep path which intersects at least once, then none of the 2-seps of the clique-sep path will be forced. In rule R 2 if we take a clique-sep path which intersects more than once, then none of the 2-seps of the clique-sep path will be forced. Similarly, if in rule R 3 if we take clique-sep path which intersects more than twice, then none of the 2-seps of the clique-sep path will be forced. Clique-sep paths which intersect more than twice cannot make any edge forced. So, clique-sep paths which intersect more than twice are not used in the definition of strong edge.
We prove that strong edges in a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph are forced edges. 
On the contrary, suppose there exists a tree 3-spanner T of G that does not contain a j b j , for some j,
. By Lemma 2.9, C j+1 ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star in T having one of the bi-star centers either at a j or b j . Wlg, let a j be one of the bi-star centers of the bi-star induced by C j+1 ∪ {z}. Now, a j+1 , a j , b j+1 is a path in T . So, C j+2 ∪ {a j } will induce a bi-star in T . Similarly C j+3 ∪ {a j+1 } or C j+3 ∪ {b j+1 } will induce a bi-star in T . Continuing in this way, we have
∪ {x} will induce a bi-star in T having bi-star centers at x and either at x k or at y k , say Note that initially strong edges of type I are the only strong edges and we have proved that these edges are forced edges. In the definition of strong edge, rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 are recursive in nature and require strong edges to define new strong edges. So, to prove that a strong edge produced by any of the rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 , we can assume that strong edges used in these rules are forced edges.
Next, we show that strong edges which are produced by the rule R 1 are forced edges. Let P be a disjoint clique-sep path from the strong edge a 1 b 1 to the 2-sep a k b k , where either a k b k is a strong edge or the middle edge of a compatible 2-sep
. By Lemma 2.9, C j+1 ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star in T having one of the bi-star centers either at a j or b j . Wlg, let a j be a bi-star center of the bi-star induced by C j+1 ∪ {z}. Now, a j+1 , a j , b j+1 is a path in T . So, C j+2 ∪ {a j } will induce a bi-star in T . Similarly C j+3 ∪ {a j+1 } or C j+3 ∪ {b j+1 } will induce a bi-star in T . Continuing in this way, we have a k b k ∈ E(T ). If a k b k is the middle edge of a 2-sep P 3 , then one of the 2-seps a k x or yb k will be at distance 3 in T . This is a contradiction to Lemma 2.8.
This is again a contradiction. So, all strong edges produced by rule R 1 are forced edges.
Let x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ i be the edges produced by the rule R 2 in G. So, there exits a 2-sep path from x 1 y 1 to x k y k such that P intersect exactly once and {x i , y i } ∩ {x i+1 , y i+1 } = ∅. Let C j and C j+1 be the cliques containing the 2-sep x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k in P. If possible, suppose there exists a tree 3-spanner T of G which does not contain at least one of
by Lemma 2.9, C t ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star having bi-star centers at z and one of x t or y t . Now,
. If x 1 y 1 is the middle edge of a 2-sep P 3 , then one of the 2-seps x 1 x or yy 1 will be at distance 3 in T . This is a contradiction to Lemma 2.8. If x 1 y 1 is a strong edge, then C 2 will induce a cycle in T . This is a contradiction.
Next suppose that z ∈ C t+1 . Now, by Lemma 2.9, C t+1 ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star in T having z and one of x t or y t as bi-star centers. Similarly we can show that C j ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star for t + 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1, where z ∈ C j . So, C k+1 ∪ {z} will induce a bi-star such that z ∈ C k+1 . This cannot happen as C k+1 contains two strong edges which are forced. So, we get a contradiction.
Hence x t y t ∈ E(T ), for all t, 1 ≤ t ≤ i and for all tree 3-spanner T of G. Hence, strong edges produced by R 2 are forced edges.
Let x i y i , j ≤ i ≤ r, be the strong edges produced by the rule R 3 . So, there exists a clique-sep path P from the 2-sep x 1 y 1 to x k y k such that P intersect exactly twice. Let C j and C j+1 are the cliques in P containing x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Let T be a tree 3-spanner of G such that it does not contain x t y t , for some t,
either z ∈ C t or z ∈ C t+1 . In both the cases, using the similar arguments used for showing that strong edges produced by rule R 2 are forced edges, we can prove that x i y i , j ≤ i ≤ k, are forced edges. Hence, strong edges produced by R 3 are forced edges.
Hence, strong edges are forced.
From the definition of strong edges, it is clear that if a 2-sep directed path graph has a strong edge, then there exists a clique containing two disjoint strong edges.
Characterization
In this section, we characterize tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs. The following lemma is a key in proving the characterization theorem. Proof. First, we show that conclusion (a) of the lemma implies conclusion (b). Assume that Lemma 5.1 (a) is true. Suppose C has at least five vertices and let B 2 be any bi-star having vertex set C and having bi-star centers a and b such that a, b ∈ C − {x, y} and xa, ya ∈ E(B 2 ). By Lemma 5.1 (a), there exists a tree 3-spanner T of G such that C induces a star in T having star center a. Let T = T − (C − {x, y}) ∪ B 2 . Now, T is a tree 3-spanner of G such that C induces the bi-star B 2 .
In view of this, it is enough to prove only conclusion (a) of the lemma. In the rest of the proof of the lemma, by Lemma 5.1, we mean Lemma 5.1 (a).
We will prove the lemma by induction on the number of cliques of G. The base case, when G has two cliques, can easily be seen to be true. Assume that the lemma is true for all 2-sep directed path graphs with l or fewer cliques satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. Let G be a 2-sep directed path graph with l + 1 cliques satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma w.r.t. the clique C containing the 2-sep xy. Let C and C 1 be the cliques of G sharing xy.
If all the 2-seps contained in C 1 are disjoint from xy, then each G i , 2 ≤ i ≤ k will satisfy the conditions of the lemma, otherwise G will violate at least one of the conditions of the lemma. So, by induction hypothesis, each G i , 2 ≤ i ≤ k, has a tree 3-spanner, say T i , such that C 1 induces a star in
Now T is a tree 3-spanner of G such that C induces a star in T having star center at z such that z ∈ C − {x, y}. So, the lemma is true in this case.
So, next suppose that C 1 contains a 2-sep adjacent to xy. Since, G satisfies the conditions of the lemma, C 1 cannot contain 2-seps incident on both x and y. Wlg, C 1 contains a 2-sep yz .
Suppose C 1 contains a 2-sep incident on z , say z s. Let G 1 and G 2 be the separated graphs w.r.t. C 1 which contains yz and
As {x, y} ∩ {z , s} = ∅, G 2 will satisfy the conditions of the lemma and hence has a tree 3-spanner, say T 2 , such that C 1 induces a star in T 2 having star center y.
Clearly T is a tree 3-spanner of G , which contains the edge xy. Since G i , 3 ≤ i ≤ k, satisfies the conditions of the lemma, G i has a tree 3-spanner, say T i such that C 1 induces a star having star center at y in T i for all i,
. Now, it is easy to see that T = T ∪ T is a tree 3-spanner of G such that C induces a star having star center z, z ∈ C − {x, y}. So, the lemma is true in this case.
Next, suppose C 1 does not contain a 2-sep incident on z . Let G 2 be the separated graph which contains yz . Because, G is a 2-sep directed path graph, by Lemma 2.4, other 2-seps of C 1 are disjoint from the 2-sep path x, y, z and are also pair-wise disjoint among themselves. So, each G i , 3 ≤ i ≤ k, will satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. If G 2 also satisfies the conditions of the Lemma, then as we have seen above G admits a tree 3-spanner satisfying the lemma. So, suppose G 2 violates at least one of the conditions of the lemma.
Claim. G 2 has a tree 3-spanner which contains the edge yz .
Let T 2 be a tree 3-spanner of G 2 . Suppose yz ∈ T 2 . If P T 1 (y, z ) = y, t, z , for t ∈ C 1 , then wlg, we can assume that C 1 induces a star in T 2 . Then, T = T 2 − {tz } ∪ {yz } is a tree 3-spanner of G 2 containing the edge yz .
So, suppose P T 2 (y, z ) = y, t, z , for t ∈ C 2 , where C 2 ( = C 1 ) is a clique in G 2 which contains the edge yz . That is, C 1 ∪ {t}, t ∈ C 1 , induces a bi-star in T 2 . Now, C 2 can induce a star or a bi-star or C 2 ∪ {v}, v ∈ C 2 (∈ C 3 ), induces a bi-star in T 2 . Suppose C 2 ∪ {v}, v ∈ C 2 induces a bi-star. Then consider C 3 . Again, C 3 can induce a star or a bi-star or C 3 ∪ {v }, v ∈ C 3 , induces a bi-star in T 2 . Continuing in this manner, we get the least index i such that C i induces a star or a bi-star in T 2 . Let a i b i be the 2-sep between C i−1 and C i . As i is the minimum index such that C i induces a star or a bi-star in T 2 , the clique-sep path between yz and a i b i will be disjoint. Note that i ≥ 3. We will obtain a tree 3-spanner T 2 from T 2 by modifying the star or the bi-star induced by C i in T 2 such that C i−1 induces a star or a bi-star in T 2 . Applying this procedure (i − 1) times, the resultant tree will contain the edge yz .
We, now, describe the transformation. The transformation depends on whether C i induces a star or a bi-star. So, we will describe our transformation for two cases.
Case I: Suppose C i induces a star in T 2 having star center at v i .
By the minimality of i, C i−1 ∪ {v i } induces a bi-star in T 2 by Lemma 2.9. As G 2 is a directed path graph, both a i v i and
In this case, z i v i and p i v i cannot be 2-seps by Lemma 2.4. Hence, the distance in T i between any a, b ∈ C i ( ∈ T 2 ) which is a 2-sep is same as their distance in T 2 . Hence, T i is also a tree 3-spanner of G 2 which contains the edge a i b i and C i−1 induces a star in T i .
Case II:
Suppose C i induces a bi-star in T 2 having bi-star centers p and q.
As C i induces a bi-star, C i−1 ∪ {p} or C i−1 ∪ {q}, say C i−1 ∪ {p}, will induce a bi-star in T 2 . If C i contains two disjoint strong edges, then the strong edges must be pp andfor some p , q ∈ C i . If C i does not contain two disjoint strong edges but contains a strong edge different from pq such that it is incident on p or is incident on q, then let it be pp . First, assume that C i contains two disjoint strong edges. So, pp andare strong in C i . Then, a i b i will be adjacent to one of the strong edges, say, otherwise G will violate the condition (iii) of the lemma.
In this case a i p is not a 2-sep by Lemma 2.4. Now, its easy to see that T is a tree 3-spanner of G 2 containing the edge a i b i .
In this case neither pq nor z i p is a 2-sep by Lemma 2.4. So, the distance in T between any 2-sep ab ∈ C i such that ab ∈ T 1 is same as their distance in T 1 . So, T is a tree 3-spanner of G 2 containing the edge a i b i . So, C i−1 induces a star in T .
Next assume that C i does not contain two disjoint strong edges. So, qx is not a strong edge if x = p. So,is not a strong edge. So, the separated graph, say G 1 , containingw.r.t. C i will satisfy all the conditions of the Lemma, otherwisewill be strong as pp is a strong edge disjoint from. So, G 1 has a tree 3-spanner, say T 1 , such that P T 1 (q, q ) = q, p, q .
Note that no 2-sep incident on q (except pq) is a strong edge. If there is a 2-sep incident on a i or b i , then wlg, assume that there is a 2-sep incident on a i . Let
Let B be the bi-star induced by C i in T . We will obtain a bi-star B from B as follows. Let B = B ∪ {a i b i , a i z} − {zp, qa}, for each z ∈ C i such that a i z is a 2-sep and for each a ∈ C i such that qa ∈ B. Now, B induces a bi-star in C i such that a i b i ∈ B . Now replace B in T by B to obtain T . Let T * = T ∪ T 1 . Now, T * is a tree 3-spanner of G 2 , such that C i−1 induces a star in T * .
Applying this transformation (i − 1) times, we obtain a tree 3-spanner of G 1 containing the edge yz . So, our claim is true. So, G 2 has a tree 3-spanner such that C 1 induces a star having star center y. Since G i , 3 ≤ i ≤ k, satisfies the properties of the lemma, each G i has a tree 3-spanner, say T i , 3 ≤ i ≤ k, such that C 1 induces a star in T i having star center y.
Clearly T is a tree 3-spanner of G, such that C induces a star in C having star center z, where z ∈ C − {x, y}. Hence the result.
Next, we show that if a 2-sep directed path graph G does not contain any strong edge then it admits a tree 3-spanner. Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on the number of cliques. If G contains one or two cliques, then it is easy to verify that the lemma is true. Let the lemma be true for all 2-sep directed path graphs having l or fewer cliques and without having a strong edge. Let G be a 2-sep directed path graph having l + 1 cliques, and has no strong edge. If G does not contain a 2-sep P 3 , then it will admit a tree 3-spanner by Lemma 2.10. So, suppose the clique C of G contains a 2-sep P 3 , say a, b, c, d .
, be the separated graphs of G w.r.t. C . Let G 1 be the separated graph such that W (G 1 ) = {b, c}. As bc is the middle edge of a 2-sep P 3 , G 1 cannot violate any of the conditions of Lemma 5.1, otherwise G will contain a strong edge. Since G is a directed path graph, other 2-seps contained in C will be disjoint from the 2-sep P 3 by Lemma 2.4. Since G does not contain any strong edge, at most two attached separated graphs can violate the conditions of Lemma 5. Since
, has a tree 3-spanner, say T k , such that C induces the same star in T k . Combining all these T k , k ∈ {1, i}, with T , we will get a tree 3-spanner of G.
Case II: C induces a bi-star in T .
If none of b and c is one of the bi-star centers, then join both the vertices of all the 2-seps of C to one of the bi-star center and with same bi-star in C , each G k , 2 ≤ k = i ≤ r, has a tree 3-spanner, say T k , by Lemma 5.1. Now, combining all the T k s with T , we will get a tree 3-spanner of G. If either b or c, say b, is one of the bi-star centers, then join both the ends of all the 2-seps of C to b. Now, every separated graph G k , 2 ≤ k = i ≤ r, will have tree 3-spanner, say T k , such that C induces the same bi-star in T k by Lemma 5.1. Combining all these tree 3-spanners with T , we get a tree 3-spanner of G.
Case III: C ∪ {x} induces a bi-star for x ∈ C . Since, G i violates some condition of Lemma 5.1, x ∈ C i , where C i = C is a clique of G i . Let another bi-star center of the bi-star induced by C ∪ {x} be y.
Hence G admits a tree 3-spanner.
We, next, present the characterization theorem for tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs. Proof. Necessity: Suppose G is a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph having a tree 3-spanner T . If possible, there exists a clique C of G containing three disjoint strong edges. By Lemma 4.2, all these three non-adjacent edges will be present in T . By Lemma 2.5, C will induce a star, or a bi-star or C ∪ {x}, x ∈ C will induce a bi-star in T . This cannot happen as C contains three non-adjacent edges of T . So, we have a contradiction. So, the necessity follows.
Sufficiency:
We will prove the sufficiency by induction on the number of cliques of G. If G contains at most three cliques, then G is free from 2-sep P 3 . So, by Lemma 2.10, G admits a tree 3-spanner. So, assume that the sufficiency part is true for all 2-sep directed path graphs having l or fewer cliques satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. Let G be a 2-sep directed path graph having l + 1 cliques and no cliques of G contains three non-adjacent strong edges. If G does not contain any strong edge, then by Lemma 5.2, G admits a tree 3-spanner. So, assume that G contains a strong edge. Since G contains a strong edge, by the definition of strong edge, there exists a clique of G containing two non-adjacent strong edges. Let S be the set of all cliques of G containing two non-adjacent strong edges. Let C ∈ S be the clique of G such that C contains maximum number of 2-seps. Let G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, r ≥ 2, be the separated graphs of G w.r.t. the separating clique C .
Case I: C contains exactly two strong edges.
Let ab and cd be non adjacent strong edges of C .
First suppose that r = 2, i.e., the number of separated graphs of G w.r.t. C is two. Let G 1 and G 2 be the separated graphs of G w.r.t. C containing ab and cd, respectively. Because of the choice of C and r = 2, all the strong edges of G are obtained using rules R 0 and R 1 of the definition of strong edge. Let C 1 and C 2 be any principal cliques of G 1 and G 2 , respectively. The existence of C 1 and C 2 is assured by Lemma 2.1. If either no 2-sep contained in C 1 is adjacent to ab or no 2-sep contained in C 2 is adjacent to cd, then let G be the graph obtained from G by deleting all the vertices of C , except the vertices a, b, c, and d and collapsing the edges ab and cd to obtain a single edge ab. Wlg, assume that no 2-sep in C 2 is adjacent to cd. Let C (G) be an RDV clique tree of G. By Theorem 2.2, it is easy to see that C 1 , C , C 2 is a path in the tree UC (G) which is obtained from C (G), by ignoring the direction of all the arcs. Also, d UC (G) (C) = 2. Let NC (G ) be obtained from C (G) by deleting the vertex C and joining the arc C 1 C 2 if C 1 C ∈ E(C (G)) else joining the arc C 2 C 1 . It is easy to verify, using Theorem 2.2, that NC (G ) is an RDV clique tree of G as C v , the set of cliques containing v in G , will be different only for v = a and for v = b.
So, G is again a 2-sep directed path graph and no clique of G contains three mutually non-adjacent strong edges. Since all the strong edges of G are obtained using rules R 0 and R 1 of the definition of strong edge, ab is again a strong edge in G .
Since, G has l cliques, by induction hypothesis, G admits a tree 3-spanner, say T . As ab is a strong edge of G , ab ∈ T . Now
] is a tree 3-spanner of G 1 − (C − {a, b}). Treating the merged edge ab in G as cd, we get
is a tree 3-spanner of G.
So, assume that C 1 contains a 2-sep adjacent to ab, say xa, and C 2 contains a 2-sep adjacent to cd, say dy. Let G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, r ≥ 2 be the separated graph of G 2 w.r.t. the separating clique C 2 such that
Since the strong edges ab and cd of G are not produced by the rules R 2 , and R 3 of the definition of strong edge, these strong edges are still strong edges of G . By induction hypothesis, G admits a tree 3-spanner, say T . Now, ab and cd will be present in T . Now,
] is a tree 3-spanner of G 1 − (C − {a, b}) containing the edge ab. In a similar way, we can construct a tree 3-spanner of
{by} is a tree 3-spanner of G. Now suppose G contains more than two separated graphs w.r.t. C . Let G 1 and G 2 be the separated graphs containing ab and cd, respectively. By definition of strong edges, ab and cd are strong edges in G = G 1 ∪G 2 as well. By induction hypothesis, G admits a tree 3-spanner. Let T be a tree 3-spanner of G . Since ab and cd are strong in G , ab and cd will be present in T . So, C induces a bi-star, say B 1 in T . Because of Lemma 2.4, we can readjust B 1 in T and obtain a tree 3-spanner T of G such that d T (x, y) ≤ 2 for all 2-sep xy of G contained in C . Let B be the bi-star induced by C in T . Since C does not contain any other strong edge, all the separated graphs not containing ab and cd will satisfy the conditions of the Lemma 5.1. So, each of the separated graph admits a tree 3-spanner such that C induces the same bi-star B. Now combining all the tree 3-spanners of the separated graphs with T , we get a tree 3-spanner of G. Hence G admits tree 3-spanner.
Case II: C contains three or more strong edges.
Since no three strong edges of C are mutually non-adjacent and no three 2-seps in C form a star because of Lemma 2.4, C cannot contain more than three strong edges. So, C contains exactly three strong edges. In this case, either two of the strong edges form a path of length two and the other is disjoint from it or all the three strong edges form a path.
First suppose that the strong edges of C be ab, bc and de, i.e, they form two components. Let G 1 , G 2 , G 3 be the separated graphs w.r.t. C containing the edges ab, bc and de, respectively. By induction hypothesis,
admit tree 3-spanners containing the edges ab, de and bc, de respectively. Now, combine the tree 3-spanners of G and G , such that C induces a bi-star containing the edges ab, bc and de to get a tree 3-spanner of
, 2, 3} be any other separated graphs of G, if exists, and let W (G i ) = {x i , y i }. Now, G i admits a tree 3-spanner by induction hypothesis. Now C is a non-separating clique of G i and G i satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1 with respect to the clique C . So, G i admits a tree 3-spanner, say T i , such that C induces the same bi-star in T i as C induces the bi-star in T . Now, union of these two trees is a tree 3-spanner of G * ∪ G i . In this way, we can combine the tree 3-spanner of all other separated graphs to obtain a tree 3-spanner of G.
Next, suppose that the strong edges contained in C form a path in C . Let G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, r ≥ 3 be the separated subgraphs of G w.r.t. C , such that W (G 1 ) = {a, b}, W (G 2 ) = {b, c}, and W (G 3 ) = {c, d}, where ab, bc, and cd are the three strong edges in C . The edges ab and cd will be strong in G = G 1 ∪ G 3 . By induction hypothesis, as G contains less number of cliques than G, it admits a tree 3-spanner, say T , containing the edges ab and cd of C . Now, consider the graph G = G 2 ∪C 1 ∪C 3 , where C 1 and C 3 are the principal cliques of G 1 and G 3 respectively. Since ab and cd are strong edges, each of G 1 and G 2 will have more than two cliques. As G contains a lesser number of cliques than G, by induction hypothesis, G admits a tree 3-spanner. Let T be a tree 3-spanner of G . Since bc is a 2-sep of
Clearly T is a tree 3-spanner of G 2 containing the edge bc of C . Let T 1 = T ∪ T . Clearly T 1 is a tree 3-spanner of G, such that C induces a bi-star containing ab, bc and cd in T 1 . admits a tree 3-spanner T i such that C induces a star in T i having star center x, where x ∈ C − {x i , x j }. As we have seen above, T i and T can be combined to get a tree 3-spanner of G 1 ∪ G 2 ∪ G 3 ∪ G i . So, in this way we can combine tree 3-spanners of remaining separated graphs to get a tree 3-spanner of G. Hence G admits tree 3-spanner in this case.
So in all the cases, G admits a tree 3-spanner. Hence the result follows by induction.
Computation of strong edges
In this section, we compute all the strong edges of a 2-sep directed path graph G in linear time.
Recall from the definition of a strong edge, that an edge xy is a strong edge of type I if it is a 2-sep in some clique-sep path of type 0. Let T be the clique separator tree of G rooted at a clique node C . Then, a 2-sep xy is a strong edge of type I if and only if either (i) xy is a 2-sep in some clique-sep path of type 0 from C 1 to C 2 , such that C 2 is an ancestor of C 1 in T or (ii) there are cliques C 1 and C 2 such that the clique-sep path obtained by joining the clique-sep path from C 1 to C 3 and the clique-sep path from C 3 to C 2 , where C 3 is the clique node having largest depth common to the clique-sep path from C 1 to r(T ) and the clique-sep path from C 2 to r(T ), is a clique-sep path of type 0 containing the 2-sep xy.
So to compute all the strong edges of type I, we first mark all the 2-sep which are potential candidates for a strong edge of type I. We then visit each clique node of the clique separator tree T , and declare certain marked edges as strong edge of type I. The detail marking scheme and identifying the strong edge of type I are presented in Algorithm_mark-2-seps1.
Consider the graph G of Fig. 5 . This graph will serve as an example to illustrate all the algorithms presented in this section and the next section. It is easy to see that Algorithm_mark-2-seps1 when applied to G, taking C = {i, j, k, l, a 6 , z 7 } as the root of the clique separator tree T of G, will assign label 0 to each edge ab, cd, ef , gh, ij, kl, x 8 y 10 , x 7 y 9 , x 1 y 1 , x 2 y 2 , x 2 x 3 , z 1 z 2 , z 3 z 4 , a 1 z 9 , a 2 z 8 , a 3 z 3 , and a 4 z 4 .
An edge which gets label 0 can only become the strong edge of type I. Next, the cliques nodes in the clique separator tree T of G will be visited using breadth first search, and some label 0 edges will be marked as label F edges which are nothing but strong edges of type I.
It is easy to see that the edges which will be marked label F by Algorithm 1 when applied to G taking C = {i, j, k, l, a 6 , z 7 } as the root of the clique separator tree T of G, are the edges ab, cd, ef , gh, x 2 x 3 , z 1 z 2 , z 3 z 4 , ij, and kl. 
end end
Based on the discussion prior to the presentation of Algorithm_mark_ 2-seps1, it is easy to prove the following lemma which shows that the set of label F edges produced by Algorithm 1 is the set of all strong edges of type I in G, and hence the proof is omitted.
Lemma 6.1. The set of label F edges of a 2-sep directed path graph produced by Algorithm 1 is exactly the set of all strong edges of type I in G.
Below we discuss how Algorithm_mark_2-seps1 and Algorithm 1 can be implemented in linear time.
Step 1 of Algorithm_mark_2-seps1 takes O(m + n) time, as discussed in Section 3.
Step 2 can be implemented as follows: for each clique C i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, find out the 2-seps contained in C i , and check for a 2-sep path of length three. This takes From the definition of strong edge of type I, it follows that if a 2-sep directed path graph G contains a strong edge of type I, then it has a clique containing two disjoint strong edges. If G has no strong edge of type I, then G has no strong edge and so we stop. Next, suppose, G has a strong edge of type I. Let C be a clique of G containing two disjoint strong edges of type I. Let T be the clique separator tree of G rooted at C . Next, we propose a marking scheme to mark certain edges. We have with us the label F edges, that is, the strong edges of type I, computed by Algorithm 1. Let S1 be an array such that for each Consider the graph G of Fig. 5 . The set of strong edges of G produced by Algorithm 1 is {ab, cd, ef , gh, ij, kl, x 2 x 3 , z 1 z 2 , z 3 z 4 }. It is easy to verify that Algorithm_mark_ 2-seps2 when applied to G taking C = {i, j, k, l, a 6 , z 7 } as the root of the clique separator tree T of G, will mark x 8 y 10 , x 7 y 9 , x 1 y 1 , and x 2 y 2 as label 3 edges, x 7 y 8 , x 6 y 7 , x 5 y 6 , x 4 y 5 , and x 3 y 4 as label 2 edges and a 1 z 9 , a 2 z 8 , a 3 z 3 , and a 4 z 4 as label 1 edges. Given these labeled edges and the label F edges, Algorithm 2 declares x 7 y 8 , x 6 y 7 , x 5 y 6 , x 4 y 5 , x 3 y 4 , a 1 z 9 , a 2 z 8 , a 3 z 3 , and a 4 z 4 as label F * edges. Note also that Algorithm 2 will assign the value 1 to H[e] if and only if e ∈ {a 6 z 7 , a 5 z 6 , a 4 z 5 , x 3 y 3 }.
Let S be the set of all labeled F and labeled F * edges of a given graph G. It can be seen that for a 2-sep ab which is not Label F * edges computed by Algorithm 2 are nothing but the strong edges produced by the rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . In the following Lemma, we prove that, Algorithm 2 computes all the strong edges produced by the rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 correctly. 
. . C j be the only cliques in decreasing order of their depth in the path from l * 
elseif (C k contains two disjoint labeled edges or label F edges disjoint from its parent and Mark[C k ]=false) then Traverse(C k );} end end end Traverse(C 1 ) { Let C i be the cliques having largest depth in the clique-sep path from C 1 to r(T ) such that the clique-sep path from C 1 to C i is disjoint. Let C j , j ≥ i + 1 be the cliques having largest depth in the clique-sep path from C i to r(T ) such that the clique-sep path from C i to C j is disjoint.
elseif (C l contains two disjoint labeled or label F edges disjoint from its parent), then Traverse(C l );} } Proof. Let x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, k ≥ 2 be the strong edges produced by the rule R 1 . So, there exists a disjoint clique-sep path P from x 1 y 1 to x k y k , where x 1 y 1 and x k y k are both strong edges or one of them is a strong edge, and the other is the middle edge of a 2-sep P 3 compatible w.r.t. the other. Let C j and C j+1 be two cliques in the path P containing x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
So, C 1 as well as C k+1 contains strong edges. These strong edges are either label F edges produced by Algorithm 1, or are label F * edges produced by any of the rules R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 . As the algorithm Algorithm_mark_2-seps2 gives non-zero labels to all potential strong edges, x 1 y 1 and x k y k will be label edges. So, all the edges x i y i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} will get a label by Algorithm_mark_2-seps2. Wlg, depth of C 1 is at least as large as depth of C k+1 in T . Let C j be the least common ancestor of C 1 and C k+1 . If j = (k + 1), then C j will contain two disjoint labeled edges, namely x j−1 y j−1 and x j y j . These edges will get the label F * by if part of case III of Algorithm 2. So, by case I of Algorithm 2, all other edges x i y i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} − {j, j − 1} will get label F * . If j = (k + 1), then as x k y k is a label F or F * edge, x k−1 y k−1 will be labeled F * by case I of Algorithm 2. So, by case I of Algorithm 2, all other edges x i y i , i ∈ {2, . . . , k − 2} will be labeled F * . So, all strong edges produced by the rule R 1 will get label F * by Algorithm 2.
Let P be the clique-sep path between the cliques C 1 and C k+1 which contains the 2-seps x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k and x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, r < k, be the 2-seps of the path P which are produced by the rule R 2 . Let C i and C i+1 be the cliques which contains the 2-sep x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that the Algorithm_mark_2-seps2 will always assign these edges the label 1 or label 2.
are present in one branch and if C 1 is in larger depth than C k+1 , then these edges will be assigned label 2, or else they will be IV of Algorithm 2, x i y i will be assigned label F * and by Case I of Algorithm 2, x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1 will also be assigned label F * . Next suppose, the depth of C k+1 is at least as large as the depth of C 1 in T . Let C j be the least common ancestor of C 1 and
, then it is the same case as above. So, suppose j = k + 1. Now C k+1 can contain two disjoint strong edges of type I, disjoint from x k y k or the disjoint strong edges of C k+1 can be produced by any of the rules R 1 , R 2 or R 3 . As all the potential strong edges are labeled by Algorithm_mark_2-seps2, these strong edges will be assigned some label. As x k y k is disjoint from the label edges of C k+1 , it will be assigned label 3 by Algorithm_mark_2-seps2. Similarly, x t y t , i + 1 ≤ t ≤ k will be assigned a label and x j y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ i will be assigned label 2. Note that the edge x 1 y 1 is either a strong edge or middle edge of a P 3 which is compatible w.r.t. x 2 y 2 . If x 1 y 1 is not a label F or F * edge, by else part of Case III of Algorithm 2, x 1 y 1 will be assigned the label F * and by Case I of algorithm 2, x j y j , 2 ≤ j ≤ i will be assigned label F * .
Let P be the clique-sep path between the cliques C 1 and C k+1 which contains the 2-seps x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k and x i y i , r ≤ i ≤ s, r < s < k, be the 2-seps of the path P which are produced by the rule R 3 . Let C i and C i+1 be the cliques which contains the 2-sep x i y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note that, the Algorithm_mark_2-seps2 will always assign these edges label 2. Let C j be the least common ancestor of C 1 and C k+1 . Let j = (k + 1). If r < j < s, then C j will contain two disjoint label 2 edges, namely x j−1 y j−1 and x j y j . These edges will be assigned label F * by if part of case III of Algorithm 2. So, by case I of Algorithm 2, all other edges x i y i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} − {j, j − 1} will be assigned label F * . If j < r, then x j y j will be assigned label 3 by Algorithm_mark_2-seps2. For the 2-sep x j+1 y j+1 , H(x j+1 y j+1 ) = 1 by the second if part of Algorithm 2. Similarly, H(x r−1 y r−1 ) = 1. Now, by Case IV of Algorithm 2, x r y r will be assigned label F * and by case I of Algorithm 2, all other edges x i y i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i} will be assigned label F * . Similar is the case when j > s.
Next suppose, j = (k + 1). By definition of strong edges produced by rule R 3 and as C k+1 is in least depth, C k+1 contains two disjoint label F or F * edge. So, by definition H(x t y t ) = 1, for s + 1 ≤ t ≤ k. So, as the clique C s+1 contains a label 3 edge and x s y s is a label 2 edge, by Case IV of Algorithm 2, x s y s will be assigned label F * and by Case I of algorithm 2, x j y j , r ≤ j ≤ s will also be assigned label F * . So, all strong edges produced by the rules R 1 , R 2 and R 3 will be assigned label F * by Algorithm 2. Using similar arguments, it can be shown that each label F * edge produced by Algorithm 2 can be produced by one of the rules R 1 , R 2 or R 3 .
Algorithm_mark_2-seps2 can be implemented as follows: As we have discussed before presenting the Algorithm_mark_2-seps2, the array S 1 such that for each clique C , S 1 [C] = 1, if C contains at least one label F edge, else
The other parts of step 1 is similar to Algorithm_mark_2-seps1. So, step 1 takes O(m + n) time.
Step 2 can be implemented using the arrays 2-sep P 3 and S 1 , and by traversing the CST (G) in BFS manner. In step 3, the algorithm visits the CST (G) in BFS manner and depending upon the values of the cliques in the array 2-sep-P 3 , it marks certain edges of the clique. So, step 3 also takes O(m + n) time.
Similarly, Algorithm 2, visits the CST (G) starting from the root in a BFS manner and depending upon the marking of the 
Recognition and construction
Let C be any clique of a 2-sep directed path graph G. If C contains four strong edges, then by Lemma 2.4, C must contain three disjoint strong edges. If C contains exactly three strong edges, then it can be checked in constant time whether these strong edges are mutually non-adjacent. Since, all the strong edges of a 2-sep directed path graph can be computed in linear time, the condition of the Theorem 5.3 can be checked in linear time. So, we have the following theorem. Next, using the label 1, label 2, label 3, and strong edges, we propose Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction to construct a tree 3-spanner of a given tree 3-spanner admissible directed path graph G.
Consider the graph G of Fig. 5 . Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction when applied to G, selects all the bold edges of the graph G. It can be seen that the set of all bold edges form a tree 3-spanner of G. Next, we present the correctness of Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction. Theorem 7.3. Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction correctly constructs a tree 3-spanner of a given tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph G.
Proof. Note that Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction visits each clique node of CST (G) in a BFS manner, and includes certain edges present in C to T in such a way that no cycle is formed in T . Again it follows by Lemma 7.2 that Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction considers all the cases on a clique C when including edges in T . Let ab ∈ E(G) be such that ab ∈ T .
Case (I): ab is not a 2-sep of G.
Let C be the clique of G containing ab and let P(C ) = xy. Suppose, xy ∈ T . So, Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction will add edges of C to T using the Case I of the algorithm. So, either C will induce a star or a bi-star in T or C − {z} will induce a star in T . In the latter case, either xz or yz must be a label 3 edge in C . If C induces a star or a bi-star in T , then d T (a, b) ≤ 3. If xz is a label 3 edge, then there will be a clique C such that P[C ] = ax and by Case II of the algorithm, there will be edges px and pz in T for some p ∈ C . So, d T (a, b) ≤ 3.
Next, suppose xy ∈ T . If d T (x, y) = 2 when the clique C is considered, then C ∪ {x} or C ∪ {y} will induce a bi-star in T . So, in this case, d T (a, b) ≤ 3. If, there is no path from x to y in T when C is considered, then by Case II of the algorithm there will be a clique C such that P[C ] = ax and there will be edges px and pz in T for some p ∈ C . So, d T (a, b) ≤ 3.
Case (ii): ab is a 2-sep of G
Let C be the clique containing ab such that P(ab) = C . Let P[C ] = xy. If ab is not a label 3 2-sep, then as we have seen in case (i), there will a vertex p in C such that the edges pa and pb will be there in T . If ab is a label 3 2-sep, then there will be a clique C such that P[C ] = ab and by Case II of the algorithm, there will be edges px and pz in T for some p ∈ C . In both the situations, d T (a, b) = 2.
Hence, for any edge ab ∈ E(G), d T (a, b) ≤ 3, if ab is not a 2-sep of G and d T (a, b) ≤ 2, if ab is a 2-sep of G. As we have observed that, T will not contain a cycle, T is a tree 3-spanner of G. Hence the result.
Algorithm tree 3-spanner construction visits the CST (G) in a BFS manner and depending upon the number of strong edges and other marked edges and 2-seps present in a clique, it adds certain edges to T . This takes constant time for each clique. Hence, we have the following Theorem:
Theorem 7.4. A tree 3-spanner from a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph can be constructed in linear time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a structural characterization and a linear time recognition algorithm of tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graphs. We have also presented a linear time algorithm to construct a tree 3-spanner of a tree 3-spanner admissible 2-sep directed path graph.
